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ABSTRACT
NETWORK SCIENCE ALGORITHMS FOR MOBILE NETWORKS
Heba M. Elgazzar
April 6, 2018

Network Science is one of the important and emerging
fields in computer science and engineering that focuses on
the study and analysis of different types of networks. The
goal of this dissertation is to design and develop network
science algorithms that can be used to study and analyze
mobile networks. This can provide essential information and
knowledge that can help mobile networks service providers to
enhance the quality of the mobile services.
We focus in this dissertation on the design and analysis
of different network science techniques that can be used to
analyze the dynamics of mobile networks. These techniques
include evolutionary clustering, classification, discovery of
maximal cliques, and evolutionary centrality algorithms. We
proposed evolutionary clustering and evolutionary centrality
algorithms that can be used to dynamically discover clusters
and

central

nodes

in

mobile
v

networks.

Overall,

the

experimental results show that the proposed evolutionary
algorithms are robust to short-term variations but reflects
long-term trends and can be used effectively to analyze the
dynamics of mobile networks.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Network Science focuses on the study and analysis of
different types of networks such as mobile networks, social
networks, computer networks, and biological networks. Recent
advances in information and communication technologies have
shown dramatic improvement and unparalleled development of
our networked world [3]. Networking is the main feature of
many

large

complex

systems

such

as

urban

transportation

systems, electric power markets and grids, the Internet,
wired

and

wireless

communication,

and

the

Web

[3].

The

capability of storing large datasets for complex networks and
the need to understand these complex networks is an important
motivation for researchers in this filed.
In

the

first

section

of

this

chapter,

we

give

a

background and the research motivation. The objectives of
this research are given in the second section. In section
three, a plan of research activities is given including the
current

and

the

future

research

activates.

Finally,

the

organization of the dissertation is given in section four.
1

1.1 Background and Research Motivation
Network science is an emerging, highly interdisciplinary
research area that aims to study the foundations of network
structure
practical

and

behavior

approaches

and
and

to

develop

techniques

theoretical

to

increase

and
our

understanding of natural and manmade networks [1, 2]. We can
say that we have a huge global system where almost all humans
are interconnected and all objects of our environment are
networked [3, 4].
Finding communities of densely connected nodes is a
fundamental but challenging topic in network science [5, 6].
The focus of this dissertation is on the mobile networks where
users are connected using cellular networks. We focus on the
design and analysis of different network science techniques
that can be used to analyze the dynamics of mobile networks.
There is a need to understand the behavior of mobile networks
and to find communities within mobile users. This can enhance
the provided services for mobile users and it can help service
providers to introduce new services that meet the need of
discovered communities in mobile networks. We use different
techniques

which

include

classification,

evolutionary

clustering, and discovery of maximal cliques algorithms.

2

1.2 Goals and Objectives of Our Research
The goal of this research is to analyzing mobility data
of users in mobile networks using network science techniques
to understand the dynamics behavior of the mobile networks
and to find communities within mobile users and to discovery
communities
include

of

mobile

users.

classification,

Network

evolutionary

science

techniques

clustering,

and

discovery of maximal cliques algorithms are designed and
implemented to analyze mobile networks. The main objective of
our research is to:
•

Analyze the predictability of mobile users

•

Discover similarities between mobile users

•

Understand the behavior of mobile users in mobile
networks

•

Understand the dynamics of mobile networks over
time

•

Discover communities of mobile users

•

Find centrality in mobile networks

1.3 Plan of Research Activities
Our

research

activities

aim

to

design

and

develop

network science techniques understand the dynamics of mobile
networks and discover communities in mobile networks. The

3

current introduced research in this dissertation aims to
design and implement classification algorithms, evolutionary
clustering

algorithms,

algorithms,

and

discovery

centrality

of

algorithms

maximal
that

can

cliques
be

used

effectively to analyze mobile networks.
The research activities are summarized in the following
points:
1.

Understand the basic concepts of network science

2.

Prepare

a

survey

study

about

network

science

algorithms, evolutionary clustering, and discovering
of communities.
3.

Introduce

the

proposed

evolutionary

clustering

algorithms
4.

Introduce the proposed classification algorithms

5.

Introduce the proposed discovery of maximal cliques
algorithms

6.

Discuss the MIT mobile networks dataset that was used
to test the proposed techniques.

7.

Design and Implement the proposed technique.

8.

Design and perform experiments to test the proposed
algorithms.

9.

Design

and

perform

experiments

to

compare

the

performance of the proposed technique with the other
techniques.
4

10. Enhancing the current technique and compare it with
other technique.
11. Use

R

for

network

visualization

and

graph

representation of network clusters and communities.
12. Study other algorithms that can be used to discover
communities in mobile networks.
13. Introduce the enhanced techniques to solve the problem
of discovering communities in mobile networks.
14. Implement the proposed solution.
15. Design and perform experiments to test the enhanced
technique to discover communities in mobile networks
and compare its performance with other techniques.
16. Apply

different

centrality

algorithms

to

find

centrality in mobile networks.

The future research activities include enhancing the
proposed techniques, design and perform experiments to test
the enhanced techniques to discover communities in mobile
networks,

and

to

compare

its

performance

with

other

techniques.

1.4 Organization of the Dissertation:
The

remainder

of

this

dissertation

is

organized

as

follows. Chapter 2 gives an overview of network science
5

algorithms, evolutionary clustering, and discovery of maximal
cliques algorithms that have been proposed in the literature.
A description of the MIT mobility dataset that was used in
this research is also given at the end of chapter 2. Chapter
3 introduces the proposed evolutionary clustering algorithms
and its application in mobile networks. Chapter 4 discusses
the classification algorithms that are used in this research
to study and analyze the behavior and the dynamics of for
mobile networks. Chapter 5 discusses the maximal cliques
algorithms and the centrality algorithms that were used to
analyze the network behavior and the dynamics of mobile
networks. Finally, conclusions and the plan of the future
work are given in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Network Science
Network Science is a field in computer science that
focuses on the study of the theoretical foundations of network
structure,

network

dynamics,

network

behavior,

and

the

application of network science to different types of networks
[1]. Network science techniques can be applied to different
types of networks such as mobile networks, social networks,
biological networks, power grids and other types of networks.
We can represent any network in terms of nodes, links or edges
between the nodes, and algorithms that can be applied to the
nodes. Network nodes represent the main entities in the
network that interact with each other. An edge or a link
represents

an

interaction

or

a

relationship

between

two

nodes. We can define any network as shown below [1]:
G(t) = { N(t); L(t); f (t) : J(t) }
Where:
N(t): is nodes or vertices at time t
7

(1)

L(t): is links or edges at time t
f(t): N X N mapping function that connects node pairs
J(t):

Algorithm for describing behaviors of nodes and

links versus time.
This above definition gives an important representation for
the topology of the networks which can be changed dynamically
with the time and it connects the different entities in the
networks. Algorithms can be used to understand the behavior
and the dynamics of the networks. In this dissertation, we
will focus on mobile nodes in mobile networks where the
network nodes are communicating and the topology is changing
with time because of the nodes are not stationary and the
communication links are dynamically changing between nodes.
An example of this network of mobile users is shown in Figure
1. This network of mobile users is a dynamic network where
nodes and links (edges between the nodes) can be added and
removed dynamically over time and the topology of the network
can change. Network nodes are the main entities in the network
that interact with each other. A link (edge) represents an
interaction

or

a

relationship

between

two

nodes.

These

interactions can change over time in dynamic networks and the
change in nodes and links represent this dynamic interaction
over time.
8

Figure 1. Example of network representation
This

dissertation

introduces

evolutionary

clustering

algorithms that can be applied to dynamic networks to identify
different clusters within this dynamic network over time.
The problem in this case can be defied as follows:
Given a network G(ti) at time slot i, it is required to apply
evolutionary clustering algorithms to find a set of clusters,
9

C(ti), at that time slot. We define the dynamic network, G(ti),
as a set of nodes, N(ti), set of links, L(ti), with specific
mapping function, S(ti), that connects pair nodes together at
time slot i. Another element that can be added to analyze the
dynamic network is the algorithm J(ti) that will be applied
on this network at the time slot i to describe the network
and to understand the relationship between the nodes. In our
problem the nodes represent mobile users, the link between
any two nodes represents a friendship between these two users,
and the similarity matrix is the mapping function and it
represents the degree of friendship between any two users at
the given time slot. J(ti) will be the evolutionary clustering
algorithm that will be applied to analyze the network. This
can be written as:
G(ti) = { N(ti); L(ti); S(ti) : J(ti) }

(2)

Where:
N(ti): is the set of nodes at time slot i, where every
node represents a mobile user.
L(ti): is the set links between the nodes at time slot
i, where every link represents a friendship between two
mobile users.

10

S(ti): is an M X M similarity matrix that represents the
degree of friendship between pairs of users at time slot
i. The degree of friendship between any pair of users is
represented by the number of intervals where they were
in physical proximity at time slot ti.
J(ti): The evolutionary clustering algorithm that will
be applied at time slot i to describe behaviors of users
within the network by obtaining clusters that evolve
smoothly overtime.
M: is the number of nodes (users) in the network.
ti: is the time slot I and every time slot represents a
week.
We will focus in this dissertation on and classification and
clustering algorithms for network science and on using mobile
networks

to

study

the

dynamics

of

the

networks.

New

evolutionary clustering techniques will be proposed to study
the dynamics of the networks. We will use the R programming
language

to

generate

several

network

graphs

that

can

represent the dynamics of networks. Also, one of the cliques
algorithms will be applied to discover cliques. In the next
sections,

we

give

a

review

classification and clustering.

11

of

previous

work

related

If

the

number

of

clusters

is

K,

then

the

problem

of

evolutionary clustering can be described as follows based on
the above definitions:
Given a dynamic network G(ti) at time slot i (week i), it is
required to find the set of clusters C(ti)={C1,C2,…,CK} by
applying the evolutionary clustering algorithm J(ti)on the
network represented by the similarity matrix S(ti)at the
current time slot and by utilizing the information from the
similarity matrix at the previous time slot S(ti-1). The goal
is to generate clusters that evolve smoothly overtime by
producing clustering that is similar to the clustering at the
previous time step but reflects the data arrived at the
current time step.

2.2 Classification Algorithms
We analyzed the mobile networks data using different
classification techniques.

The goal is to learn from the

recorded data and be able to classify users based on the
predictability. A classifier classifies a data item into one
of

several

supervised

predefined
learning.

classes,
The

and

classes

typically
are

known

typically

as

non-

overlapping and partition the input database. We discuss in
this section the classification algorithms that were used to
12

analyze the mobile networks. The classification process is
divided into two steps:
1. Creating a model using a training data set for which the
class labels have already been specified, this done by
applying

several

techniques

and

comparing

their

performance to select the one that has the best results.
These

techniques

include

Naïve

Bayes,

and

other

techniques which will be presented in the next section
[7-9].
2. Using the created model to classify new data (test data)
[7-9].

There are many problems associated with classification such
as missing data. Usually missing data are ignored, or some
prediction techniques are used to predict the missing values.
Another issue is how to make a judgment about the models or
how to decide which model is the best. This usually depends
on

the

user

and

what

they

really

expect

from

the

data

classification. The performance of a classifier can also be
evaluated

by

using

information

retrieval

metrics.

Four

metrics describe the output of the classifiers (in case of
two classes: positive and negative) and can be used to
evaluate the performance, these values are:

13

•

TP (true positive), means the group of data classified
in a class and it actually belongs to it in other
words TP means number of positive samples that are
classified as positive.

•

FP

(false

positive),

means

the

group

of

data

classified in a class and it actually doesn’t belong
to it in other words it means number of negative
samples that are classified as positive.
•

TN (true negative), means the group of data that not
classified in a class and it actually doesn’t belong
to it in other words number of negative samples that
are classified as negative.

•

FN (false negative), means the group of data that
not classified in a class and it actually doesn’t
belong to it in other words case number of samples
that are positive and classified as negative.

Table 1 shows a 2-class confusion matrix that contains the
four values, TP, FP, TN, and FN [7-9].

14

Table 1. Confusion matrix

Actual
positive
Actual
negative

Predicted
positive

Predicted
negative

TP

FN

FP

TN

From the above four metrics, we can interpret the results
using some ratios that are called accuracy, precision and
recall. These ratios will be explained as follows [7, 8]:
•

Accuracy:

the

percentage

of

predictions

that

are

correct
Accuracy = (TP+TN) / (TP+FN+FP+TN)
•

Precision:

The

percentage

of

correctly

classified

positive cases relative to the cases classified as
positive
Precision = (TP) / (TP+FP)
•

Recall: The percentage of positive cases that were
successfully classified as positive
Recall= (TP) / (TP+FN)

Another graphical interpretation of the results is the
Receiver Operating Characteristic curve (ROC curve), which
shows

the

relationship

between
15

false

positives

and

true

positives.

Another

curve

shows

the

relationship

between

precision and recall, and is the one used predominantly in
this work.
Below, will give an overview of the classifiers used in
the

present

work.

These

classifiers

include

sequential

minimal optimization (SMO), logistic regression, Naive Bayes,
and Bayesian network classifiers.

•

Naïve Bayes: is a classification technique based on
Bayes theorem [9] which is:

PH X  

pX H PH 

(3)

P X 

Where X is the data tuple and is considered the evidence
and H is a hypothesis that X belongs to a class C. To
solve a classification problem we want to determine P H X 
, the probability that the hypothesis H holds given the
data tuple X or the probability that X belongs to class
C

if

we

know

probability,

X.

while

P H X 

P H 

is

called

is

known

the
as

posterior
the

prior

probability since it is independent of X . Finally P  X H 
is the probability of X conditioned on H, and P X  is
the prior probability of X. To use Naïve Bayes, assume
that we have a training data D and each tuple of data is
16

represented by a vector X = (x1, x2,…….., xn) , and
suppose that we have m classes (C1, C2,………….., Cm) , then
we have to find the maximum posterior probability PC i X 
using Bayes theorem [6], given by

PCi X  

PX Ci PCi 
P X 

.

Since P X  is constant for all classes Ci, then we need
only maximize P  X C i P C i  . A simple assumption (known as
“naïve”

assumption)

independent

[9],

is

that

meaning

all

that

the

there

attributes
is

no

are

relation

between them. Thus, we obtain:

n
P( X | C i )   P( x | C i )  P( x | C i )  P( x | C i )  ...  P( x | C i)
k
1
2
n
k 1
Finally, the class label of X can be predicted as Ci if
P  X C i P C i 





 P X C j PC j   ij

(4)

2.3 Evolutionary Clustering
Clustering is the process of grouping similar objects in
one group called cluster. The problem of clustering become
more complex when the objects to be clustered evolve overtime
and a clustering result is desired at each time step [10].
This situation is found in many network science applications
and there is a need to introduce new clustering methodologies

17

that can reflect long-term trends while being robust to shortterm variations [10].
Evolutionary clustering is one of the new clustering
methodologies
Chakrabarti

that
et

attracted

al.

[11]

many

researchers

introduced

the

recently.

problem

of

evolutionary clustering in 2006 in. A generic framework to
solve the problem of evolutionary clustering was introduced
in [11]. The authors in [11] discussed evolutionary versions
of

two

widely-used

clustering

algorithms

within

this

framework: k-means and agglomerative hierarchical clustering.
In [11], the concepts of the cluster snapshot quality and the
cluster history cost were introduced. The snapshot quality of
cluster

Ct

(a

cluster

at

time

t)

measures

how

well

Ct

represents the data at time step t. The history cost of the
clustering is a measure of the distance between Ct and Ct−1,
the clustering used during the previous time

step [11].

Typically, the snapshot quality is defined in terms of the
data points themselves, while the history cost is a function
of the cluster models [11]. The overall cost of the clustering
sequence is a combination of the snapshot quality and the
history cost at each time step [11] and the total quality of
a cluster sequence can be calculated based on the snapshot
quality and the history cost functions. The general framework
for evolutionary clustering was introduced in [11] by adding
18

a temporal smoothness penalty to a static clustering method.
They show in [11] that a stable and consistent clustering is
obtained even when the data exhibits noisy behavior, and a
smooth sequence of clusters with very low history cost can be
obtained for only a small reduction in total snapshot quality.
Another

approach

for

evolutionary

clustering

was

introduced in [12, 14] which can be considered as an expansion
for the proposed evolutionary clustering in [11]. The authors
in

[12,

14]

introduced

two

frameworks

to

add

temporal

smoothness in evolutionary spectral clustering. The proposed
frameworks are based on a general function contains two costs
to measure the quality of a clustering result on evolving
data points [12, 14]. The first cost is the snapshot cost
which measures the quality of the current clustering at time
t with respect to the current data features at time t [12,
14]. The second cost is the temporal cost which measures the
quality of the current clustering at time t with respect to
historic data features or historic clustering results at time
t-1 [12, 14]. The proposed two frameworks are called PCQ
(preserving cluster quality) and PCM (preserving cluster
membership) frameworks [12, 14]. The main difference is in
the definition of the temporal cost [12, 14]. In the PCQ
framework, the current clustering is applied to historic data
and the resulting cluster quality determines the temporal
19

cost [12, 14]. In the PCM framework, the temporal cost is
based on the difference between the current clustering and
the historic clustering [12, 14].
The authors in [10] introduced a different methodology
for evolutionary clustering. They consider it as a problem of
tracking and then they used static clustering [10]. At each
time step t, they observe the proximity matrix (Wt) between
the

different

objects.

The

proximity

matrices

will

be

observed at each time step and they are based on the features
vector.

The

proximity

matrix

can

be

a

similarity

or

a

dissimilarity matrix according to the nature of the problem
to be solved.

They model the proximity matrix as a linear

combination of a true proximity matrix (t) and a zero-mean
noise matrix (Nt) [10]. Therefore we can model the proximity
matrix as shown below [10]:

𝑊 𝑡 = ψ𝑡 + 𝑁 𝑡

(5)

The goal is to estimate the true proximity matrix, t,
at each time step [10] and then perform a static clustering
on t [10]. If Wt is used as an approximation to t, then the
obtained clustering can be unstable and inconsistent with
clustering results from previous time steps [10]. A better
approximation is to estimate t as [10]:
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𝜓𝑡 = 𝛼 𝑡 𝜓𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝛼 𝑡 )𝑊 𝑡

(6)

This is called the smoothed proximity matrix where t  1 and
0 = W0. The parameter αt is called the forgetting factor and
it controls the rate at which the past proximities are
forgotten [10]. The authors in [10] discussed how to estimate
the optimal forgetting factor. Based on that they introduced
a

framework

Evolutionary

called

the

Clustering

Adaptive
and

Forgetting

Tracking

Factor

(AFFECT).

The

for
main

advantage of the proposed framework is its flexibility to
work with the dynamic changes in the number of clusters and
the objects to be clustered.
There
clustering

is
and

a

close

relationship

clustering

data

between

streams.

evolutionary

Clustering

data

streams was introduced before evolutionary clustering and and
many researchers worked clustering data streams [22, 23, 24,
25].
Both of evolutionary clustering and clustering data
streams work on data that evolve over time. In clustering
data streams, we have large ordered sequence of points that
must be accessed in order and arrive at high rate. Each
reading of the sequence is called a pass or a scan [24]. We
can say that data streams introduce a one-pass constraint on
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the design of the clustering algorithms [22]. It is not
practical in clustering data stream to scan the data multiple
times or to store all the data in memory [12]. The focus of
research in clustering data stream is on how to cluster large
datasets using limited memory resources and using one-pass
scanning of data [22,24,12,25]. Clustering algorithms in this
case need to find a way to maintain a substantial amount of
information without losing the essential details [22].
In

evolutionary

clustering,

the

focus

is

not

on

scalability or the one-pass access issue, but it focuses on
obtaining clusters that evolve smoothly overtime [22]. In
evolutionary clustering, the data is clustered at each time
step to produce a clustering that that is similar to the
clustering at the previous time step but reflects the data
arrived at the current time step [11]. The first framework to
solve the problem of evolutionary clustering was introduced
in [11] as we discussed earlier. The concepts of the cluster
snapshot

quality

and

the

cluster

history

cost

were

introduced. The snapshot quality of cluster Ct (a cluster at
time t) measures how well Ct represents the data at time step
t. The history cost of the clustering is a measure of the
distance between Ct and Ct−1, the clustering used during the
previous time step [11]. In evolutionary clustering, we need
to have a high quality clustering at any time step without
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changing the clustering dramatically from one time step to
the next [11,22].

2.4 MIT Reality Mining Dataset
MIT

reality

experiments

in

mining
the

next

dataset

[19]

chapters

to

was

used

test

the

in

our

proposed

evolutionary techniques in this dissertation. This dataset
has records for 94 users and it was recorded for a period of
9 months.

The dataset was available as MATLAB data. This

data has a variety of information including mobility data
survey data collected for mobile users. MATLAB toolboxes and
AFFECT [10] toolbox was used to help in implementing the
evolutionary clusters.

We considered the mobility features in the datasets to
find friendship among users.

These data include MAC address

data, location data, and time stamps. These data are recorded
for all mobile users. Our analysis in next chapters is based
on the fact that the MAC address can be discovered by a
periodic Bluetooth scan performed by another phone and this
is indicative of the fact that the two users’ phones are
within 5-10 meters of each other. A similarity matrix was
used to record the similarity between users which represents
the number of intervals where they were in physical proximity
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for different weeks. The evolutionary clustering algorithm,
maximal cliques algorithm, and classification algorithms in
the next chapter were tested using this dataset. Appendix A
[19] gives more details related to the MIT Reality Mining
dataset.
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CHAPTER III
PROPOSED EVOLUTIONARY CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS

3.1

Evolutionary K-Medoids Clustering
K-medoids clustering is similar to k-means clustering

but the centroid of any cluster should be one of the clustered
points. This is very useful in the mobile environment where
these points will help in routing functions and other mobility
applications in ad-hoc networks. The distance between points
will be used to construct the similarity matrix.
K-medoids clustering is more robust to noise and more
resistant to outliers and it does not need to calculate the
Euclidean distances for every iteration like the K-means
algorithm [17].
Partitioning around medoids (PAM) is one of the wellknown techniques that can be used for K-medoids clustering
[16]. We developed an evolutionary version of the K-medoid
clustering where the similarity measures at any week is based
on the similarity matrix of the current week and the previous
week. We used a variable, α, to determine the percentage we
consider from both weeks (α and (1- α)). A temporal smoothing
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was used after the first time step. At each time step after
the first time step, we identify the new objects in current
similarity matrix that has been introduced. These objects
will

need

to

be

included

in

the

clusters.

No

temporal

smoothing is performed for the new objects because they are
recently introduced. Figure 2 shows the basic steps of the Kmedoids algorithm.

KMedoids
{
Inputs:
Wt[nxn]: similarity matrix for the n points to be clustered at time t
k: number of clusters
Current Centroids= select k points as centroids
For every non-centroid point:
Find the distance between the points and the centroids
Calculate the overall error for Current Centroids
Continue until no other possible combinations:
New Centroids = select a new combination of k points as centroids
For every non-centroid point:
Find the distance between the points and the centroids
Calculate the overall error for New Centroids
If overall error for New Centroids < overall error for Current Centroids:
Current Centroids = New Centroids
}
Figure 2. K-medoids Clustering Algorithm

The K-medoids algorithm starts by randomly selecting k
points of the data points as medoids. These medoids will
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represent the centers of the initial clusters. The data points
will be associated with the closest medoids. Then the trials
will continue to find the best association of these points
based on the similarity measure. The process will include
several iterations to find the best clustering.
Figure 3 shows the basic steps of the evolutionary Kmedoids algorithm. It starts by randomly selecting k points
of the data points as medoids. The clustering at the initial
time will be based only on the data of the similarity matrix
at

the

initial

time

(t=1)

since

there

is

no

previous

information related to the similarity from the previous time.
Therefore a standard version of K-medoids algorithm will be
used at the initial time (t=1). The evolutionary K-medoids
algorithm will be applied at the next time step (at t=2). A
temporal smoothing will be used in this case to utilize the
clustering information that was generated from the previous
time step.
The evolutionary algorithm starts by identifying the
rows and the columns of new objects in the current similarity
matrix. Then a smoothed similarity matrix is built based on
the similarity matrix of the current time step and the
similarity matrix of previous time step. The smoothing will
not be applied to the new objects. The smoothing will be built
on a smoothing factor α:
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𝑤′𝑡 = (1 − 𝛼)𝑤𝑡 + 𝛼 𝑤𝑡−1

(7)

Where wt is the similarity matrix at time t and w't is the
updated similarity matrix after temporal smoothing.

EvolutionaryKMedoids
{
Inputs:
Wt[nxn]: similarity matrix for the n points to be clustered at time t
k: number of clusters

if t=1:
call KMedoids
else:
find new objects at time t
for each non-new object
Smooth the similarity matrix using parameter alpha
call KMedoids
KMedoids
{
Current Centroids= select k points as centroids
For every non-centroid point:
Find the distance between the points and the centroids
Calculate the overall error for Current Centroids
Continue until no other possible combinations:
New Centroids = select a new combination of k points as centroids
For every non-centroid point:
Find the distance between the points and the centroids
Calculate the overall error for New Centroids
If overall error for New Centroids < overall error for Current Centroids:
Current Centroids = New Centroids
}
}

Figure 3. Evolutionary K-medoids Clustering Algorithm
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The data points will be associated with the closest
medoids. Then the trials will continue to find the best
association of these points based on the similarity measure.
The process will include several iterations to find the best
clustering.

3.2

Results of Evolutionary K-Medoids Clustering
In this section we start by introducing the results

without considering the evolutionary approach and compare it
with the results of the introduced evolutionary approach for
different cases.

Figure 4 shows the results for time slots from 1 to 4
for k=2 and using a static K-medoids clustering. Figure 5
shows the results time slots from 1 to 4 for k=2 and α=0.8
using evolutionary K-medoids clustering. The thickness of the
edges in these graphs represents the similarity between the
points (nodes). For example, Figure 4 shows that X2 is more
similar to X9 than X22 at time slot 4.
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Figure 4. K-medoids results for K=2
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Figure 5. Evolutionary K-medoids results for K=2 and α=0.8
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The results show that the evolutionary clustering was
able to identify a number of outlier nodes and it was able to
keep the same correct clustering for many points by taking
information from previous time slot. For example, at time
slot 4 nods 16 and 92 were not moved to a new cluster and
they were assigned to the green cluster with a medoid at X2
because we did not ignore the similarity at time slot 3. Also,
X15 was identified to be an outlier because there because we
considered also similarity from previous time slots.

3.3

Evolutionary DBSCAN Clustering
DBSCAN clustering is based on the density of points.

In

this

case

every

group

of

users

will

be

grouped

automatically in one cluster if they are close (density) to
each other based on a minimum number of close points and a
maximum distance.
DBSCAN clustering is based on two important parameters.
The first parameter is the maximum distance between two points
to be considered neighbor (). The second parameter is the
minimum number of neighbor points required to form a cluster.
In our case we use pairwise distances between the points to
be clustered. The process will need a number of iterations to
find the clusters based on the maximum distance and the
minimum number of points.
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The DBSCAN algorithm is shown in Figure 6(a). The the
distances between all point at every time slot is calculated
based on the given similarity matrix where:
Dt[nxn]=1/ Wt[nxn]

(8)

The algorithm starts by visiting every point that was
not visited in previous iterations at the time t and try to
find the list of neighbor points based on the maximum distance
and the minimum number of points. This point will be marked
as visited and we find all neighbor points to this point.

DBSCAN
{
Inputs:
Dt[nxn]: distance matrix for the n points to be clustered at time t

: maximum distance between two points to be considered neighbor
MinPoints:
minimum number of neighbor points required to form a cluster
Cluster_num=0
// initialize the number of clusters
For every point:
{
If the point i is not visited:
Mark i as visited
iNeighbors = FindNeighbors(Dt, i, )
Num_iNeighbors=size(iNeighbors)
if Num_iNeighbors < MinPoints:
//(this is a noise point)
Mark i as a noise point
else:
//this is a core point
Cluster_num = Cluster_num +1; // we have a new cluster
Expand_Cluster(i, iNeighbors, Cluster_num, MinPoints, visited, ,)
}
}

Figure 6(a). DBSCAN Clustering Algorithm
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Expand_Cluster
{
Inputs:
i: a core point
iNeighbors: list of neighbor points
Cluster_num: cluster number
MinPoints:
minimum number of neighbor points required to form a cluster
visited: list of visited points
Add point i to the current cluster Cluster_num
For every point i’ in iNeighbors:
{
If the point i’ is not visited:
Mark i’ as visited
iNeighbors’ = FindNeighbors(Dt, i’, )
Num_iNeighbors=size(iNeighbors)
if Num_iNeighbors >=MinPoints:
//this is a core point
Add iNeighbors’ to iNeighbors
If point i’ is not clustered :
Add point i to the current cluster Cluster_num
}
}

Figure 6(b). DBSCAN Clustering Algorithm

If the number of neighbor points is greater than the
minimum threshold then this point will be considered as a
core point and it will form a new cluster. Otherwise, it will
be considered as a noise point and there is no need to
continue to expand the cluster based on this point.
If this is a core point, then we will need to expand
the new created cluster based on this point and we call
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another function to expand the new cluster. This function is
shown in Figure 6(b). This function will add the current point
i to the new cluster and it will expand our search to the
neighbor points of any neighbor points starting from the
current point. The search will continue to add new neighbor
points until we could not expand it any more. Any expanded
neighbor point to any neighbor point will be added to the
cluster until we could not add any more neighbors. Each
visited cell will be marked as visited to avoid any redundant
iteration.
One of the main advantages of this algorithm is its
capability to determine the number of clusters during the
clustering process. It will form a new cluster at every time
we visit a new point that was not visited before if this point
has enough number of neighbors. It is important to do several
iterations to find the best thresholds for the minimum number
of points and the maximum distance.
Based on this, we developed an evolutionary version of
the DBSCAN clustering where the maximum distance will be
changed in a dynamic way to reflect the change in the new
cluster and it will reflect the distance from the previous
time slot as well. The basic algorithm is shown in Figure 7.
A variable was used to determine the percentage we consider
from distances in the previous time slot (previous week in
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this case) and (1- α) represents the percentage we consider
from distances in the current time slot.

EvolutionaryDBSCAN
{
Inputs:
Dt[nxn]:
distance matrix for the n points to be clustered at time t
MinPoints:
minimum number of neighbor points required to form a
cluster
if t=1:
else:

𝑡 = 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛(𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑒(𝐷𝑡 ))/2

𝑡 = (1 − 𝛼) 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛(𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑒(𝐷𝑡 ))/2 + 𝛼 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛(𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑒(𝐷𝑡−1 ))/2

call DBSCAN
}
DBSCAN
{
Cluster_num=0
// initialize the number of clusters
For every point:
{
If the point i is not visited:
Mark i as visited
iNeighbors = FindNeighbors(Dt, i, )
Num_iNeighbors=size(iNeighbors)
if Num_iNeighbors < MinPoints:
//(this is a noise point)
Mark i as a noise point
else:
//this is a core point
Cluster_num = Cluster_num +1; // we have a new cluster
Expand_Cluster(i, iNeighbors, Cluster_num, MinPoints,
visited, ,)
}
}

Figure 7. Evolutionary DBSCAN Clustering Algorithm
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We used the median distance of unique distances at
every time slot t to set the maximum distance at this time
slot before using the evolutionary approach:

𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛(𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑒(𝐷𝑡 ))/2

𝑡=1

𝑡 =

(9)
{(1 − 𝛼) 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛(𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑒(𝐷𝑡 ))/2 + 𝛼 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛(𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑒(𝐷𝑡−1 ))/2

𝑡>1

This will enable the evolutionary algorithm to change
dynamically for every time slot to reflect the new change in
the clustering but without ignoring the information form the
clustering at the previous time slot and without smoothing
the distance matrix.

3.4

Results of Evolutionary DBSCAN Clustering
In this section we start also by introducing the results

for DBSCAN algorithm without considering the evolutionary
approach and compare it with the results of the introduced
evolutionary approach for different cases. Figure 8 shows the
results for time slots from 3 to 6 for DBSACN clustering for
MinPoints = 1. Figure 9 shows the results time slots from 3
to 6 using evolutionary DBSCAN clustering.
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Figure 8.

Static DBSCAN results
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Time Slot # 3

Figure 9. Evolutionary DBSCAN Results
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The results show that the evolutionary clustering was
able to keep the correct clustering for many points by taking
information from previous time slot. For example, at time
slot 4 nodes 14 and 19 were not moved to a new cluster and
they were assigned to the same white cluster because we did
not ignore the similarity at time slot 3. Also, outliers were
identified

at

different

time

slots.

For

example,

four

outliers were discovered at time slot 5 that we were not
discovered

before

using

the

static

clustering.

The

evolutionary clustering was able to identify these outliers
by taking information from current and previous time slots.

3.5

Analysis of Accuracy of K-Medoid results
Figure 10 shows an analysis of the K-Medoid results for

different values of α including the static K-Medoid.

1
0.9
0.8
0.7

Alpha=0

Accuracy

0.6
0.5

Alpha=0.5

0.4
0.3

Alpha=0.8

0.2
0.1
0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10t11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Figure 10. Accuracy Results of the K-Medoid
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The results for α=0 represents the static K-Medoid where
no information of previous time slots are considered. The
results for the evolutionary K-Medoid at α=0.5 and α=0.8 are
also considered. The results in Figure 10 shows clearly the
enhancement

in

the

results

by

applying

the

evolutionary

clustering at α=0.5 and α=0.8 compared to the results of
static clustering at α=0. For example, we can see that the
results are significantly enhanced in different cases such as
the time slot 13. Also, the overall results are better
compared to the static clustering. A further study can be
conducted to find the best time windows need to be considered
from previous time slots and best value for α for evolutionary
clustering. In our case, we considered only the immediate
previous time slots and α=0.5 and α=0.8. The time window value
can be also changed to consider the previous two time slots.

Additional experiments were conducted to compare between
the proposed evolutionary K-Medoid clustering algorithm and
the evolutionary K-Means clustering algorithm. The average
accuracy results overall the time steps for α =0.5 and α =0.8
are shown in Figure 11 for both algorithms.
The results show that the proposed evolutionary K-Medoid
clustering algorithm outperforms the evolutionary K-Means
algorithm for both cases. The results show also an enhancement
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in the results was achieved at α=0.8 for the evolutionary KMedoid clustering compared to α=0.5 while we could not achieve
this enhancement using the evolutionary K-Means clustering.
The results show that the proposed evolutionary K-Medoid
clustering is promising. It is more robust to noise and more
resistant to outliers and it does not need to calculate the
Euclidean distances for every iteration like the K-means
algorithm.

Figure 11. Average Accuracy Results for α =0.5 and α =0.8
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3.6

Evolutionary Hierarchical Clustering
Hierarchical clustering is another methodology to find

clusters among datasets of objects. It groups objects into
clusters at different levels and a multilevel clustering is
produced.

We

consider

in

our

research

agglomerative

hierarchical clustering. We start by finding the distances
between every two objects. Based on the distances, we start
to group and link objects at different levels. We continue to
group objects and we stop when all objects are grouped in one
cluster. A dendrogram will be produced as an output to show
the resultant clusters at different levels. We need in our
application to cluster the mobile users into two clusters and
we can stop in this case at two clusters. Figure 12 shows the
basic steps of the Hierarchical Clustering algorithm. The
algorithm starts by finding the distances between all point
at every time slot based on the given similarity matrix where:
Dt[nxn]=1/ Wt[nxn]

(10)

Then it will consider every point at time t as a cluster
and then find the inter-cluster distances between the points.
The next step will be Sorting the clusters based on the
distances and then we start to merge the clusters that are
close to each other. We will continue to do this process on
the new formed clusters in each iteration until we have all
points in one cluster.
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HierarchicalClustering {
Inputs:
Wt[nxn]: similarity matrix for the n points to be clustered at time t
Convert the similarity matrix to a distance matrix Dt[nxn]=1/ Wt[nxn]
Place each point in its own cluster.
Find the list of inter-cluster distances between all clusters using single linkage
distance
Sort this list of clusters in ascending order based on the distance.
Continue until all data are in one cluster:
New list of clusters = merge pairs of clusters in the current list that are
close to each other based on the distance threshold

}
Figure 12. Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm
Figure 13 shows the basic steps of the evolutionary
hierarchical clustering. The algorithm starts by finding the
distances between all point at every time slot based on the
given similarity matrix as before. The clustering at the
initial time will be based only on the data of the distance
matrix at the initial time (t=1) since there is no previous
information related to the distance from the previous time.
Therefore, a standard version of hierarchical algorithm will
be

used

at

the

initial

time

(t=1).

The

evolutionary

hierarchical algorithm will be applied at the next time step
(at t=2). A temporal smoothing will be used in this case to
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utilize the clustering information that was generated from
the previous time step.
It starts by identifying the rows and the columns of new
objects in the current similarity matrix. Then a smoothed
distance matrix is built based on the distance matrix of the
current time step and the distance matrix of previous time
step. The smoothing will not be applied to the new objects.
The smoothing will be built on a smoothing factor α:

𝑤′𝑡 = (1 − 𝛼)𝑤𝑡 + 𝛼 𝑤𝑡−1

(11)

Where wt is the similarity matrix at time t and w't is the
updated similarity matrix after temporal smoothing.

Then the algorithm will continue to merge the closest
clusters based on the distances. The process will include
several iterations to find the best clustering.
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EvolutionaryHierarchicalClustering
{
Inputs:
Wt[nxn]: similarity matrix for the n points to be clustered at time t
Convert the similarity matrix to a distance matrix Dt[nxn]=1/ Wt[nxn]

if t=1:
call HierarchicalClustering
else:
find new objects at time t
for each non-new object
Smooth the similarity matrix using parameter alpha
call HierarchicalClustering

HierarchicalClustering {
Inputs:
Wt[nxn]: similarity matrix for the n points to be clustered at time t
Convert the similarity matrix to a distance matrix Dt[nxn]=1/ Wt[nxn]
Place each point in its own cluster.
Find the list of inter-cluster distances between all clusters using single
linkage distance
Sort this list of clusters in ascending order based on the distance.
Continue until all data are in one cluster:
New list of clusters = merge pairs of clusters in the current list that are
close to each other based on the distance threshold

}

Figure 13. Evolutionary Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm
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3.7

Results of Evolutionary Hierarchical Clustering
In this section we start by introducing the results

without considering the evolutionary approach and compare it
with the results of the introduced evolutionary approach for
different cases. Figure 14 shows the results for time slots
from 1 to 4 for using a static hierarchical clustering. Figure
15 shows the results for time slots from 2 to 5 for α=0.8
using evolutionary hierarchical clustering. The results show
that the evolutionary clustering was able to keep the same
correct clustering for many points by taking information from
previous time slot. For example, at time slot 2 clustering
was enhanced significantly by taking information from time
slot 1. Nodes 13 and 92 were considered in one cluster and
the algorithm tried to keep the clusters at different levels
and at the same time consider the similarity information at
the new time slot.
Figure 16 shows the results for the first two time
slots after considering only two clusters and using the static
hierarchical clustering. Figure 17 shows the results for the
first two time slots after considering only two clusters and
using the evolutionary hierarchical clustering with α=0.8.
This shows clearly that we try to keep the correct two
clusters at time slot 2 by taking the similarity information
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from the previous time slot and the current time slot as well
which significantly improved the clustering process.

Time Slot #1

Time Slot #2
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Time Slot #3

Time Slot #4

Figure 14. Static Hierarchical Clustering from t=1 to t=4
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Time Slot #2

Time Slot #3
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Time slot #4

Time Slot #5

Figure 15. Evolutionary Hierarchical Clustering from t=2 to
t=5 for α=0.8
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Figure 16. Static Hierarchical Clustering
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Figure 17.Evolutionary Hierarchical Clustering for α=0.8
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3.3 Analysis of Accuracy of Hierarchical Clustering
Figure 18 shows an analysis of the accuracy for different
values of α including α=0 at different time slots and by
considering two clusters.

Figure 18. Accuracy Results of Hierarchical Clustering

The results for α=0 represents the static clustering
where no information of previous time slots are considered.
The results for the evolutionary clustering at α=0.5 and α=0.8
are also considered. The results in Figure 18 show clearly
the enhancement in the results by applying the evolutionary
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clustering

at

α=0.8

compared

to

the

results

of

static

clustering at α=0. For example, we can see that the results
are significantly enhanced at time slot 2 and time slot 21.
A further study can be conducted to find the best time windows
need to be considered from previous time slots and best value
for α for evolutionary clustering. In our case, we considered
only the immediate previous time slots and α=0.5 and α=0.8.
The time window value can be also changed to consider the
previous two time slots.

3.8

Working with Different Time Windows
We have considered only a time window of width 1 where

we considered only the immediate previous time slot. We will
study in this section the effect of using time window of width
two. In this case, we consider the previous two time slots.
We start by identifying the rows and the columns of new
objects in the current similarity matrix. Then a smoothed
distance matrix is built based on the distance matrix of the
current time step, the distance matrix of previous time step
at t-1, and the distance matrix of previous two time steps at
t-2. The smoothing will not be applied to the new objects.
The smoothing will be built on smoothing factors α1 and α2:
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(12)

𝑤′𝑡 = (1 − 𝛼1 − 𝛼2 )𝑤𝑡 + 𝛼1 𝑤𝑡−1 + 𝛼2 𝑤𝑡−2

and

(13)

𝛼1 + 𝛼2 = 𝛼

Where wt is the similarity matrix at time t and w't is the
updated

similarity

matrix

after

temporal

smoothing.

The

accuracy results for evolutionary K-Medoid clustering is
shown in Figure 19 for different time slots and different
values of alpha.

Figure 19. Accuracy Results Evolutionary K-Medoid
Clustering with different time values for alpha
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The

results

show

that

we

can

still

obtain

a

good

clustering results at different time slots and the results
are enhanced at different time slots such as 8,12, 13, and
15.
A further study was performed to see the correlation
between the number of common nodes in the previous time slots
and the obtained accuracy for evolutionary clustering at
current time slots. Figure 20 shows the percentage of the
common nodes at previous two time slots for different time
slots

and

Figure

21

shows

the

accuracy

results

for

evolutionary K-Medoid clustering with α1=0.6 and α2=0.2.

Figure 20. Percentage of common nodes in the previous twotime slots
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Figure 21. Accuracy Results Evolutionary K-Medoid
Clustering

The percentage of common nodes at previous time slots
are considered 1 for the first two time slots. After time
slot 2, the percentage of common nodes (Pc)at the previous
two time slots is calculated by finding the number of common
nodes at t, t-1 and t-2 and calculate the percentage with
respect to time t and it is given by:

𝑃𝑐 =

|𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠(𝑡) ∩ 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠(𝑡 − 1) ∩ 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠(𝑡 − 2)|
|𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠(𝑡)|
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(14)

Where nodes(t): is the set of all nodes at time t.
The results in Figures 20 and 21 show clearly that
there is a strong correlation between the percentage of the
common nodes in previous time slots and the accuracy of
clustering. The accuracy will improve if the percentage of
the common nodes in previous time slots is high. This is shown
for most of the time slots and it is clearly shown for time
slot 8 as an example where all nodes are common and the
accuracy is the highest.
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CHAPTER IV
CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS IN MOBILE NETWORKS

4.1

Classification Algorithms for Mobile Networks
In this section, we discuss the analysis of the MIT

datasets to have a better understanding of the dynamics of
mobility. The data survey included dyadic questions regarding
the average reported proximity and friendship with the other
users,

as

well

as

questions

concerning

the

individual’s

general satisfaction with his or her work group. This will be
useful in our network analysis.
We started by performing the required preprocessing for
the data. We will focus in this section on the analysis the
data using classification techniques.
The goal of these experiments was to learn from the
recorded data and be able to classify users based on the
predictability. WEKA tool [18] was used to compare between
different classification techniques.
We converted these data from Matlab format to arff format
which is needed by WEKA. In the first analysis, we considered
the visited destinations at different times of the day to
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classify users to one of three levels of predictability (not
predictable, somewhat predictable, or very predictable).
We considered the time of visiting home, work, and other
places based on the recorded data. Then we applied different
classification techniques using different time windows. The
results

that

were

obtained

for

different

classification

algorithms are shown below.

In the second analysis, we considered the survey data
and their relation to the predictability of mobile users. We
applied attribute ranking algorithm to extract the important
attributes that should be considered for further analysis.
We applied several classification algorithms including
sequential

minimal

optimization

(SMO),

Naive

Bayes,

and

Bayesian network classifiers.

Table 2 shows a summary of sample data that was used for
classification. This sample shows data based on the 24-hour
time slots with information related to percentage of the time
at home and work locations for every hour time slot. A summary
of the results is shown below in Figures 22 and 23.
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Table.2 Data used for Classification: Visited destinations at
different times of the day
Hour 1 home

Hour 2 home

…

Hour 24 home

Hour 1 work

Hour 2 work

…

Hour 24 work

1

% of time
he was
home

% of time
he was
home

…..

% of time
he was at
home

% of time
he was at
work

% of time
he was at
work

…

% of time
he was at
work

2

% of time
he was
home

% of time
he was
home

…..

% of time
he was at
home

% of time
he was at
work

% of time
he was at
work

…

% of time
he was at
work

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…
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% of time
he was
home

% of time
he was
home

….

% of time
he was at
home

% of time
he was at
work

% of time
he was at
work

…

% of time
he was at
work

User
ID

80.00%
70.00%

66.67%
58.33%

60.00%

50.00%
50.00%
40.00%

Correctly Classified Users

30.00%

Incorrectly Classified Users

20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
SMO

Logistic
Regression

Naive Bayes

Figure 22. Results of Classification of Mobile users based
on the Predictability Level using Visited Destinations
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100.00%

92.31%

90.00%
80.00%

84.62%
76.92%

70.00%
60.00%
50.00%

Correctly Classified Users

40.00%

Incorrectly Classified Users

30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
SMO

Bayesian Network

Naive Bayes

Figure 23. Results of Classification of Mobile users based
on the Predictability Level using survey data

These results represent the percentage of correctly
classified mobile users based on predictability level. Figure
22 shows the classification results for the three algorithms based
on the predictability level using visited destinations while Figure
23 shows the classification results for the three algorithms based
on the predictability level using survey data.

Sequential minimal optimization (SMO)classifier shows
the best performance for classification of the predictability
based on visited distention as shown in Figure 22.
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Bayesian network classifier shows the best performance
for classification of the predictability based on survey data
as shown in Figure 23.

These

results

show

that

there

is

a

high

level

of

predictability between mobile users and this information can be
helpful for mobile service provider to enhance current services or
to introduce new services. Further study can include different time
slots and test different algorithms.
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CHAPTER V
MAXIMAL CLIQUES AND CENTRALITY IN MOBILE NETWORKS

5.1

Finding Maximal Cliques in Mobile Networks
Finding

clusters that present communities in social

networks is one of the important problems [26-30]. In this
section,

we

study

the

applicability

of

maximal

cliques

algorithms in the MIT reality mobile social network. The goal
is to find the maximal cliques at different time slots.
A clique in social networks represents a group of people
or nodes that are connected in a complete graph where every
node is connected to each other. An example of clique is shown
in Figure 24. A k-clique is a clique of order k if it has k
nodes. The clique shown in Figure 24 (a) is an example of a
6-clique while the clique shown in Figure 24(b) is an example
of a 13- clique.
A maximal clique is a clique that is not a subset of any
other clique. The graph shown in Figure 23 is a maximal clique
while any subgraph of this graph is a clique.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 24. Examples of cliques

The well-known Bron-Kerbosch algorithm was used in this
problem in a recursive manner to find the maximal cliques.
The general algorithm requires an undirected graph with no
self-edges which is applicable in mobile social networks
where the link between two nodes is undirected and there is
no edges from one node to itself.
Suppose that there are three sets R, P, and X where:
R: represents the set of vertices that represent a
maximal clique or can be extended to a maximal clique.
P: represents the set of vertices that are connected to
all vertices in R and can be added to R to make a larger
clique.
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X: represents the set of vertices connected to all
vertices in R but excluded from being added to R.
N(v): returns a list of vertices that are neighbors to
v.
The Bron-Kerbosch algorithm starts by initializing R and
X to empty sets and P to the set of the vertices in the graph.
The algorithm makes recursive calls to consider every vertex
in P in turn. The general algorithm is shown in Figure 25.
This algorithm is one of the most effective algorithms
to find clique communities and this is why it was selected to
find the maximal cliques in our problem.

BronKerbosch(R, P, X):
if P = X = ϕ:
Report R as a maximal clique

// if P and X are empty

for each vertex v in P:
BronKerbosch(R ⋃ {v}, P ⋂ N(v), X ⋂ N(v))
P := P \ {v}
X := X ⋃ {v}

Figure 25. Bron-Kerbosch Algorithm

5.2

Maximal Cliques Experimental Result
We

applied

the

Bron-Kerbosch

algorithm

for

the

MIT

reality mining dataset at different time slots to find the
maximum cliques. The results are shown below. Figure 26 shows
the initial results with different cliques. The size of the
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generated clique is based on the time slot of that clique and
the number of nodes that interact at this time slot.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

69

(e)

(f)

70

(g)

(h)

71

(i)

(j)

72

(k)

(l)

73

(m)

(n)

Figure 26. Sample Results of Finding the Maximal Cliques
using Bron-Kerbosch Algorithm
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The results in Figure 27 show the frequency of the
discovered maximal cliques at different times for different
clique sizes. A total of 12875 were discovered. The 10-clique
is the most frequent maximal clique and the 20-clique is the
least frequent as shown in Figure 27.

Cliques Frequency
1627
1600
1377

1379

1345

1400

1142
1043

1013
944

1000

785

800
540

600
355

400

126

84

200
30

20

19

20

0
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

K (Clique Size)

Figure 27. Frequency of Clique Size
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Number of Cliques

1200
1065

The results in Figures 26 and 27 show the dynamic of the
different nodes at different time slots. The cliques at this
point

were

discovered

independently

at

every

time

slots

without considering any information from previous time slot.
Although we were able to discover most of the cliques, there
still a possibility to enhance the results by considering
cliques from previous time slots. This approach will be
considered in future work.

5.3

Centrality in Social Networks
Centrality

in

social

networks

is

a

measure

of

the

importance of the node in the network. This is a very useful
measure and it has important applications [31-35]. This can
be used to discover central nodes that can has important
effect on other nodes. One application in healthcare is
discovering these central nodes that transmit disease among
the nodes.

The proposed evolutionary K-Medoid clustering and the
evolutionary DBSCN clustering algorithms can be extended to
form dynamic clusters that will identify highly connected
individuals(nodes) at the center of social networks. The goal
in this case is to identify highly connected individuals
(nodes) at the center of the social network based on location
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and time information. This approach can have a wide range of
applications

including

early

detection

of

contagious

outbreaks [20, 21], broadcasting information, and protecting
the network. In the case of contagious outbreaks, these highly
connected individuals at the center of the social network are
used as sensors for early detection of outbreak. The authors
in [20] studied this approach by using nominated friends as
social network sensors to monitor the spread of flu at Harvard
College [20].
The evolutionary K-Medoid clustering algorithm that is
proposed in this dissertation can be extended directly and
applied effectively in this case to automatically identify
highly connected nodes at the center of social networks based
on location and time information. This is because the centroid
(mediods) of any cluster in the K-medoid clustering should be
one of the clustered points with high connectivity to the
other points in same cluster. In this case, the algorithm
will be extended to focus on finding the centroids over a
time window that could be used to

represent the highly

connected nodes (individuals) at the center of the social
network. In this case, an optimization technique can be
applied initially at every time slot to find the optimum
number of clusters (or central points in this case) that can
represent the nodes. One of the possibility is to use the
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genetic algorithm to find the number of centroids. K-medoid
evolutionary clustering will be applied after that to find
these

centroids.

These

centroids

will

be

considered

as

candidates to represent the central points over a period of
time as shown below in Figure 28.

Figure 28. Centroids in K-medoid Evolutionary Clustering

A time window (consists of a sequence of time slots)
will

be

used

in

this

case

to

identify

centroids

that

frequently continue to represent the network points during
this time window. These centroids are the nodes that can be
used as sensors for early detection of outbreak.
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The proposed evolutionary DBSCAN clustering algorithm
can

be

extended

as

well

and

applied

effectively

to

automatically identify highly connected nodes at the center
of social networks based on location and time information. In
the DBSCAN clustering, every group of users are grouped
automatically in one cluster if they are close(density) to
each other based on a minimum number of close points and a
maximum

distance.

The

evolutionary

DBSCAN

clustering

algorithm will be extended in this case to find the central
node in every generated cluster that represents the highly
connected nodes

(individuals) within that cluster. These

central nodes can be found by finding the centroid of every
cluster based on the nodes in this cluster and then finding
the closest node to this centroid to represent a central node.
A time window can also be used as well to identify the central
nodes that frequently continue to represent the points in
clusters during this time window. These central nodes are the
sensor nodes that can be used for early detection of outbreak.
Another

approach

is

to

utilize

the

maximal

cliques

algorithm that was used in this dissertation to find the
central nodes based on the discovered maximal cliques at every
time slot. In this case, the proposed algorithm will be
extended to find and generate a list of the common nodes in
the discovered maximal cliques at every time step. These nodes
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are highly connected to most of the other nodes in this case
and they can be considered as central nodes. A time window
can be applied in this case as well to find the nodes that
frequently continue to be central nodes during this time
window. These are the nodes that can be used effectively for
early detection of outbreak. Figure 29 shows an example of
four discovered maximal cliques at the same time slot. In
this example, X2 can be considered as a central point because
it is connected to all other nodes in the four cliques and it
can be used in this case as a sensor node to detect an
outbreak.

Figure 29. An Example of Four Maximal Cliques in One Time
Slot
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5.4

Centrality Measures for Mobile Networks
There are several techniques that can be used to measure

the centrality in social networks. We focus here in this
dissertation on five similarity measures that can be used
effectively for mobile networks where the network is changing
dynamically over time [31-36].

5.4.1

Degree Centrality:

This is a simple measure and it is based on counting the
number of neighbor nodes. This degree centrality, CD, of a
node N can be expressed as the degree of the vertex N in the
connected graph that represents the network:

CD(N)= deg(N)

(15)

Where deg(N) returns the number of neighbor nodes that
are connected to the node N.

The results of the scores for the degree centrality is
shown in Figure 30 for different time slots. The results show
that central nodes can be detected in the network directly
and a threshold can be used to determine the effective central
nodes.
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5.4.2

Closeness Centrality:

This measures the centrality based on the distance from
the given node to all other nodes. The sum of shortest
distance to all other nodes is used. This measure is useful
to show how fast it will take to reach other nodes. This is
very useful in broadcasting and healthcare applications.

𝐶𝑐 (𝑁) =

1
∑𝑣≠𝑁 𝑑(𝑁, 𝑉)

(16)

Where d(N,V) is the shortest distance between nodes N and V.

The results of the scores for the closeness centrality
is shown in Figure 31 for different time slots. The results
show that central nodes that can be used to reach other nodes
in a fast way based on the distances.

5.4.3

Betweenness Centrality:

This measures the centrality based on the number of times
the node act as a bridge between other two nodes based in the
distances between these nodes. The betweenness centrality for
a node N can be calculated according to the following steps:

1. Stat with CB(N)=0
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2. For each two other nodes (N1 and N2) find the
shortest path between them:
a. If this shortest path passes through N, find
p, the percentage of that path that passes
through N.
b. CB(N)= CB(N)+p
3. Repeat step 2 for all pairs of nodes.

The results of the scores for the betweenness centrality
is shown in Figure 32 for different time slots. The results
show that central nodes that can be used effectively to
connect other pairs of nodes.

The overall results for the three different measures are
consistent and it helps directly to detect the central nodes.
This

is

also

consistent

with

the

results

from

K-Medoid

clustering where the medoid nodes are also central nodes. For
example, at time t1, node 63 and node 2 are the main central
points

using

the

three

different

centrality

measures

according to Figures 30,31, and 32.
These results are consistent with the results of the KMedoid results as shown below. The results at t=2, shows that
node 63 is a central point for all centrality measures and
node 2 for the degree centrality measure and node 93 for the
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closeness and betweenness centrality measures. Node 63 and
node 2 are consistent of the results with K-Medoid as well.
Node 93 was a central node based on the other two measures
because it can be used as bridge between many nodes and it
connects the two clusters.

5.4.4

Eigenvector Centrality:

This measure is based on the idea of considering a node
as an important node if it is connected to other important
nodes. it is based on counting the number of neighbor nodes.
The vector of centralities, C, can be found based on the
adjacency matrix A and a constant  as follows:

.C = A.C

(17)

where A is an n×n adjacency matrix and n is number of
all nodes in the network. Any element in A, aij, represents
the connection (edge) between the nodes i and j. Element aij
will be zero if there is no edge between nodes i and j. C is
the eigenvector of A with an eigen value of .
The results of the scores for the eigenvector centrality
is shown in Figure 33 for different time slots. The results
show that central nodes that can be used effectively to
connect other important nodes.
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5.4.5
This

PageRank Centrality:
centrality

measure

algorithm

was

developed

by

google to determine the importance of webpages based on the
counting the number of links to the page and the quality of
these links [36].
The PageRank, PR(N), for any node, N, in this algorithm
is based on PageRank, PR(J), for every other node J connected
to N and the number of links (edges) of J. This can be
expressed in a simple form as:

𝑃𝑅(𝑁) =

∑
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝐽 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑡𝑑 𝑡𝑜 𝑁

𝑃𝑅(𝐽)
𝐿(𝐽)

(18)

Where:
PR(N) is the PageRank of the node N.
PR(J) is PageRank of the node J that is connected to N.
L(J) is the number of links of the node J.
In this case, the PageRank measure for each node will be
initialized to 1/n where n is the total number of nodes in
the network. The results of the scores for the PageRank
centrality is shown in Figure 34 for different time slots.
This algorithm is very applicable to dynamic networks because
it takes into account the updated links.
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Figure 30. Degree Centrality Scores for different time slots
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Figure 31. Closeness Centrality Scores for different time slots
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Figure 32. Betweenness Centrality Scores for different time slots
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Figure 33. Eigenvector Centrality Scores for different time slots
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Figure 34. PageRanker Centrality Scores for different time slots
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5.5

Evolutionary Centrality
This section introduces an

enhance

the

evolutionary

process

of

centrality

evolutionary

finding

will

be

approach to

central

calculated

nodes.
based

on

The
the

connections between the nodes in the network at the current
time slot (t) and at the previous time slot(t-1). This
evolutionary approach considers the dynamics of the network
and

it

takes

into

consideration

the

central

nodes

from

previous time slots. The factor α will be used to calculate
the updated the adjacency matrix between the nodes (which
represents the connections between edges) by considering the
connections from current and previous time slot:

(19)

𝐴′𝑡 = (1 − 𝛼)𝐴𝑡 + 𝛼 𝐴𝑡−1

Where At is the adjacency matrix at time t and A't is the
updated adjacency matrix after temporal smoothing.
Figure

35

(c)

shows

evolutionary

centrality

measure

time

for

slot

the

using
46

results

the
by

of

applying

eigenvector

considering

the

centrality

the

network

connections at time slot 45 and time slot 46. Figure 35 (a)
shows the eigenvector centrality at time slot 45 and Figure
35 (b) shows the eigenvector centrality at time slot 46 before
applying the evolutionary centrality.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 35. The results applying the evolutionary centrality
for Eigenvector Centrality at time slot 46 with α = 0.5
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The results of the centrality scores in Figure 35(c) shows a
significant enhancement in finding the central nodes using the
evolutionary centrality. For example, Figures 33 (b and c) shows
that the centrality score for nodes 17 was improved significantly
compared

to

other

nodes

at

the

current

time

slot

(t=46)

by

considering the network connections at the previous time slot
(t=45). Figure 35(a) shows the centrality for node 17 and it was
the main central point at that time slot. Also, the centrality
score for node 44 was improved significantly because it continues
to represent a high level of centrality over time as indicated in
Figure 35.
Several experiments were conducted to apply the evolutionary
centrality

for

the

MIT

mobility

dataset.

The

results

of

evolutionary centrality using the Eigenvector Centrality measure
is shown in Figure 36 and the results for different time slots.
The

results

of

evolutionary

centrality

using

the

PageRank

Centrality measure is shown in Figure 37 and the results for

different time slots. These results are shown for α factor of
0.5. The results show a significant improvement in finding
central

nodes

by

applying

the

evolutionary

centrality

approach. The nodes centrality measures were adjusted to
reflect the centrality over time for different nodes. This is
very important in many applications where the network is
changing dynamically.
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Figure 36. Evolutionary Eigenvector Centrality Scores for
different time slots with α = 0.5
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Figure 37. Evolutionary PageRank Centrality Scores for
different time slots with α = 0.5
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This work explores the design and implementation of
network science algorithms to analyze networks.

The goal of

this dissertation is to design and develop network science
algorithms that can be used to study and analyze mobile
networks.

This

will

enable

service

providers

of

mobile

networks to understand the needs of mobile users and to
enhance

the

quality

of

the

mobile

using

the

essential

information and knowledge generated through network science
algorithms.
We focus in this dissertation on the design and analysis
of different network science techniques that can be used to
analyze the dynamics of mobile networks. These techniques
include evolutionary clustering, classification, discovery of
maximal cliques, and evolutionary centrality algorithms.
The problem of evolutionary clustering was explored in
this dissertation. The goal is to introduce new clustering
methodologies that are robust to short-term variations but
reflects long-term trends. We introduced three evolutionary
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clustering algorithms that can be used in mobile networks.
These evolutionary algorithms include evolutionary K-medoids
clustering, evolutionary DBSCAN clustering, and evolutionary
Hierarchical clustering. We conducted several experiments to
analyze

the

performance

of

the

proposed

techniques.

The

experimental results show that these clustering algorithms
were able to capture the dynamics of the network where the
objects to be clustered evolve overtime. The experimental
results show that the proposed algorithms were able to reflect
long-term

variations

and

they

are

robust

to

short

term

variations. We conducted several experiments to analyze the
performance of using two time slots. The experimental results
show that there is a strong correlation between the percentage
of the common nodes in previous time slots and the accuracy
of clustering.
Different classification algorithms were used to analyze
the MIT reality mining mobile dataset to learn from the
recorded data and to be able to classify users based on the
predictability. These algorithms include sequential minimal
optimization

(SMO),

Naive

Bayes,

and

Bayesian

network

classifiers. The Bayesian network classifier shows the best
performance accuracy compared to other techniques.
The Bron-Kerbosch algorithm was used in a recursive
manner to find the maximal cliques in the mobile networks.
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Experimental results show that the discovered maximal cliques
show the dynamic of the different nodes at different time
slots and these maximal cliques can be used as well to find
centrality.
We

introduced

several

evolutionary

centrality

algorithms that can be applied in mobile social networks to
analyze the dynamics of the networks and find the central
nodes based on the behavior of the network over time. We
conducted

several

measures.

The

experiments

proposed

using

different

evolutionary

approach

centrality
to

find

centrality in mobile networks shows a significant enhancement
in

finding

the

central

nodes

using

the

evolutionary

Eigenvector Centrality and evolutionary PageRanke Centrality.
Evolutionary clustering algorithms such as Evolutionary Kmedoid clustering can also be used effectively to find central
nodes.
The future work includes enhancing the current proposed
evolutionary centrality technique by considering more than
one time period from previous time slots and applying the
proposed

evolutionary

algorithms

on

different

networking

datasets. Future work includes also applying the evolutionary
approach to other clustering algorithms and exploring the
effect of changing the smoothing factor dynamically based on
the percentage of the common nodes at every time slot.
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APPENDIX A
SUMMARY OF MIT REALITY MINING DATA FEATURES [37]

s(n).mac
The Bluetooth MAC address (unique hardware address) of the
subject’s phone.
s(n).my_startdate
The date the subject enrolled in the study.
s(n).my_affil
The subject’s affiliation:
s(n).my_group
The subject’s research group.
s(n).my_imei
The IMEI of the subject’s phone:
s(n).my_neighborhood
The subject’s neighborhood.
s(n).my_hours
The subject’s reported hours at work.
s(n).my_regular
Does the subject report having a regular working schedule.
s(n).my_hangouts
The subject’s reported hangouts
s(n).my_predictable
Does the subject report having a predictable schedule.
s(n).my_forget
Does the subject report forgetting his phone at home /
work?
s(n).my_battery
How often does the subject report her battery runs out on
the phones?
s(n).my_sick
How often does the subject report illnesss?
s(n).my_sickrecently
Has the subject reporting being sick recently?
s(n).my_travel
Does the subject report often traveling?
s(n).my_data
The subject’s data plan
s(n).my_plan
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The subject’s mobile phone plan
s(n).my_provider
The subject’s mobile phone provider
s(n).my_minutes
The number of minutes the subject buys each month.
s(n).my_texts
How often the subject reports send text messages.
s(n).my_intros
Whether the subject would like to receive introductions to
others.
s(n).my_community
How connected does the subject feel with her community?
s(n).comm
Struct array with fields for each communication event.
(Note that calls to the subject’s own phone number is
typically
associated with checking voicemail.)
s(n).charge
Date and time the phone is charging (1) or unplugged (0).
(convert using datestr)
s(n).active
Date and time the phone has been in use (1) and not in use
(0)
s(n).logtimes
Times when the logs were being written (not particularly
useful)
s(n).on
When the phone is turned on (1) or off (0)
s(n).locs
Time-stamped tower transitions. [date, areaID.cellID] (0 is
no signal)
s(n).all_locs
The unique set of towers seen by the subject.
(areaID.cellID)
s(n).loc_ids
An indexed version of s(n).locs. Towers are replaced by a
unique ID.
s(n).device_names
The names of the Bluetooth devices discovered on each scan.
s(n).device_macs
The MAC addresses of the Bluetooth devices discovered on
each scan. (Converted to ints using hex2num)
s(n).device_date
The time / dates of each scan
s(n).device_list_names
A list of all the devices names seen by the phone.
s(n).device_list_macs
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A list of all the devices Bluetooth MAC addresses seen by
the phone (converted from hex to int)
s(n).device_types
The discovered Bluetooth device type (as determined by the
standard Bluetooth protocol).
s(n).device_list_types
A list of the device types discovered by the phone
s(n).cellnames
An array of areaID.cellID and the string the user named the
location.
s(n).apps
The time each application was started and the total number
of times the app was used.
s(n).timeon
The total amount of time the phone has spent recording data
(in days)
s(n).app_dates
The set of times when a user started an application
s(n).home_ids
The areaID.cellID of the tower we associate with the
subject’s home.
s(n).home_nights
The nights when we find the subject at home.
s(n).comm_local
The total amount of local (Boston-based) communication
events
s(n).data_mat
Inferred locations at each hour of the day. 1 – home, 2 –
work, 3 – elsewhere, 0 – no signal, NaN – phone is off
s(n).my_enddate
The last date in the dataset
s(n).comm_sms
Number of text messages send and received
s(n).comm_sms_date
A list of dates when a SMS was sent or received
s(n).comm_voice
Number of voice calls made and received
s(n).comm_voice_date
The dates of the voice calls.
s(n).comm_data
The number of data sessions initiated on the phone
s(n).comm_data_date
The times when the data sessions were started
s(n).places
The distribution of times the subject was at home,
elsewhere, work and with no signal.
s(n).survey_start_n
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The date the subject started the survey.
s(n).my_hashedNumber
The subject’s hashed phone number.
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